T he concept of intelligence is built upon four fundamental elements: data, information, knowledge, and wisdom (www.makhfi.com). In general, data takes the form of measures and representations of the world-for example, raw facts and numbers. Information is obtained from data by assigning relevant meaning, such as a specific context. Knowledge is a specific interpretation of information. And wisdom is the ability to apply relevant knowledge to a particular problem. Thus, wisdom requires awareness, judgment, rules, and eventually experience; it also helps create new knowledge.
When developing intelligent software systems, designers employ different kinds of knowledge to derive models of specific domains of interest. There's no standard classification system-the problem domain determines what kinds of knowledge designers might consider and what models they might derive from that knowledge. For example, knowledge could be internal (about the system itself) or external (about the system environment). Knowledge could also be a priori (initially given to a system) or from experience (gained from analysis of tasks performed during the system's lifetime). Other kinds of knowledge might relate to the application domain, the system's structure, problem-solving strategies, the system's ability to communicate with other systems, and so on.
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Intelligent system designers can use different elements to represent different kinds of knowledge. Knowledge representation (KR) elements could be primitives such as rules, frames, semantic networks and concept maps, ontologies, and logic expressions. These primitives might be combined into more complex knowledge elements. Whatever elements they use, designers must structure the knowledge so that the system can effectively process and it and humans can easily perceive the results.
Rules
Rules organize knowledge into premise-conclusion pairs, in which the premise is a Boolean expression and the conclusion a series of statements. The premise is wrapped in an IF…THEN block and consists of one or more clauses, with multiple clauses connected by logical operators such as AND, OR, and NOT. For example: IF it's lunchtime OR I'm hungry THEN I shall go to the restaurant.
A major advantage of rule-based KR is its extreme simplicity, which makes it easy to understand the knowledge content. Rules that fire under specific conditions readily demonstrate the reasoning. However, a rule-based KR model can grow very large, incorporating thousands of rules and requiring extra effort and tools to maintain their consistency.
Frames
Frames represent physical entities, such as objects or persons, or simple concepts via a collection of information, derivation function calls, and output assignments, and can contain Emil Vassev and Mike Hinchey,
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descriptions of semantic attributes as well as procedural details. Frames contain two key elements: slots are sets of attributes of the described entity, with special daemons often included to compute slot values, and facets extend knowledge about an attribute.
Semantic networks and concept maps
Knowledge is often best understood as a set of related concepts. A semantic network is a directed graph consisting of nodes-which represent concepts-connected by edgeswhich represent semantic relations between those concepts. There's no standard set of relations between concepts in semantic networks, but the following relations are common:
Inherit a nce is a key notion in semantic net works and can be represented naturally by IsA relations. Essentially, a computerba sed sema ntic net work uses metadata (data describing data) to represent the meaning of different information. Intelligent systems that recognize the meaning of information-for example, data stored in a warehouse-become immeasurably more intelligent. Extensible Markup Language (XML) and Resource Description Framework (RDF) are common content-ma nagement schemes that support semantic networks.
Concept maps are similar to semantic networks, but they label the links between nodes in very different ways. They are considered more powerful than semantic networks because they can represent fairly complex concepts-for example, a hierarchy of concepts with each node constituting a separate concept. Concept maps are useful when designers want to use an intelligent system to adopt a constructivist view of learning.
Ontologies
Ontologies inherit the basic concepts provided by rules, frames, semantic networks, and concept maps. They explicitly represent domain concepts, objects, and the relationships among those concepts and objects to form the basic structure around which knowledge can be built (W. Swartout and A. Tate, "Ontologies," IEEE Intelligent Systems, Jan./Feb. 1999, pp. 18-19) . The main idea is to establish standard models, taxonomies, vocabularies, and domain terminology and use them to develop appropriate knowledge and reasoning models.
An ontology consists of hierarchies of concepts-for example, an "objects" concept tree or a "relations" concept tree. Each concept has properties, which can be regarded as a frame. The relationships among the concepts form semantic networks, and rules and constraints impose restrictions on the relationships or define true statements in the ontology (facts). Figure 1 shows an ontology that represents the concept of a coffee 
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from known data, is considered unknown.
The following example illustrates the difference between these two assumptions:
Given:
Emil drives a Mazda. Question: Does Emil drive a red Mazda? Answer: (CWA) No.
(OWA) Unknown. (Emil's Mazda could be red.)
Note that FOL imposes CWA semantics, and DL imposes OWA semantics. Although more restrictive than OWA, CWA maintains consistency in knowledge because it doesn't allow adding new facts, which can lead to inconsistency.
Intelligent systems can also employ consistency rules and constraints, such as "no negation," to preserve knowledge consistency. There could be constraints for knowledge acquisition, retrieval, updating, and inferences.
REASONING
When an intelligent system needs to decide on a course of action and there's no explicit knowledge to guide this decision, the system must reason-that is, figure out what it needs to know from what it already knows. There are two basic types of reasoning:
• monotonic-new facts can only produce additional beliefs; and • nonmonotonic-new facts will sometimes invalidate previous beliefs.
Current reasoning mechanisms are far from efficient, which is partially due to KR's inherently challenging task. FOL-or DL-based inferentia l engines usua lly do computations, acting on existing knowledge to produce new knowledge. do with FOL. Temporal logics make it possible to model knowledge either as linear time or branching time temporal models, and can be used to describe and formalize complex reasoning patterns prescribing inference steps operating over temporal knowledge models.
Another prominent formalism is description logic, which evolved from semantic networks. With DL, we represent an application domain's knowledge by first defining relevant concepts in TBox and then using ABox to specify properties of objects. While less expressive than FOL, DL has a more compact syntax and better computational characteristics.
COMPLETENESS AND CONSISTENCY
No KR model can provide a complete picture of the domain of interest. Domain objects are often real-world entities that can't be described by a finite set of symbolic structures; moreover, such objects don't exist in isolation but in unlimited contexts. Intelligent systems consequently must rely on reasoning to infer missing knowledge.
Knowledge consistency is critical for efficient reasoning. The degree to which systems achieve this efficiency is determined by whether they assume that the operational world is complete and closed or incomplete and open:
• closed-world assumption (CWA)-unless an atomic sentence is known to be true, it can be assumed to be false; and • open-world assumption (OWA)-any information not explicitly specified, or that can't be derived machine. CM has properties such as height, weight, coffee bean hopper, touch screen, container, and so on. A semantic network defines the relationships between CM and the rest of the concepts in the ontology and includes the following properties: CM requires E (electricity), CM requires A (action), CM requires C (coffee), CM requires W (water), and CM makes CD (coffee drink). Some rules expressed with the ontology concepts add new knowledge about the coffee machine.
Logic
To achieve the precise semantics necessary for computational purposes, intelligent system designers often use logic to formalize KR. Moreover, logic is relevant to reasoning (inferring new knowledge from existing knowledge), which in turn is relevant to entailment and deduction (R.J. Brachman and H.J. Levesque, Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, Elsevier, 2004) .
The most prominent logical formalism used for KR is first-order logic.
FOL helps to
• describe a knowledge domain as consisting of objects, and • construct logical formulas around those objects.
Similar to semantic networks, statements in natural language can be expressed with logic formulas describing facts about objects using predicate and function symbols.
Extensions of FOL such as secondorder logic and temporal logics strive to improve the logic formalism by increasing expressiveness. The problem with FOL is that it can quantify over individuals, but not over properties and time-we can thus specify a property's individual components, but not an individual's properties. With SOL, for example, we can axiomatize the sentence "component A and component B have at least one property in common, such as sharing at least one interface," which we can't Knowledge consistency is critical for efficient reasoning.
system designers are developing more sophisticated KR models and reasoning capabilities, drawing on research in ontologies, data mining, intelligent agents, autonomic computing, knowledge processing, and many other areas. However, their expressive power is restricted to reduce computational complexity and to guarantee the decidability of their deductive algorithms. This restriction effectively prevents the wide application of taxonomic reasoning to heterogeneous domains.
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To make reasoning more efficient, intelligent systems should also include mechanisms capable of sifting context-aware knowledge from the overwhelming amount of information that's irrelevant to the current context.
A successful intelligent system employs its knowledge to become more self-aware. To achieve this self-awareness, FOL-based inferential engines use automated-deduction algorithms to prove theorems and build finite models, often in parallel. Theorem proving can help find contradictions or check for new information, while finite model building is a complementary inference task. The problem with FOL-based inferences is that the logical entailment for FOL is semidecidable-that is, if the desired conclusion follows from the premises, then eventually resolution refutation will find a contradiction. As a result, queries often unavoidably don't terminate.
Inference engines based on DL are extremely powerful when reasoning about taxonomic knowledge, as they can discover hidden subsumption relationships among classes.
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